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Your LOCAL Marketing Superheroes
 





INDIANAPOLIS + SAN DIEGO
 








Contact a Local Marketing Superhero

























Our Services
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More About E-Mail Marketing
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More About Online Advertising
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SEO SERVICES
Whether you have a local business or a National brand we have run successful SEO campaigns of all shapes and sizes. Search Marketing is an extremely powerful tool to gain new business leads and more exposure, but you have to have the right team on your side!





E-MAIL MARKETING
Want to know what marketing arm has the highest ROI in the digital marketing world?  You guessed it, email marketing!  Whether it is a simple drip campaign or a complex automation we have worked and gotten results in all of the most popular email marketing platforms.





ONLINE ADVERTISING
Need help with Google Ads or Facebook Ads? We have been running successful campaigns for years with our clients experience a high ROI. Online Advertising is an ever evolving landscape and our team is highly trained in the most up to date practices on major online advertising platforms.





WEB DESIGN
Local Blitz Web Design is a web design and development company that specializes in creating custom websites for small businesses and entrepreneurs. We understand the importance of having an online presence to help promote your business and reach new customers, so we strive to provide our clients with professional yet affordable services.




















 
















"Digital Marketing Done Right”
 





 In the ever-changing landscape known as digital marketing, we at Local Blitz pride ourselves on implementing campaigns that are always in line with our slogan— “Digital Marketing Done Right”. So what does that mean? Well, it means that as an agency we are committed to taking a data-driven and scientific approach to our processes to ensure every possibility of getting results for our clients. No matter what type of online marketing campaign we run for our clients, our approach as an agency is to let the data tell us what to do. We do not offer pre-planned cookie cutter packages for our clients, but rather custom solutions that fill their exact need. In this fast-moving industry of digital marketing in SEO this is what must be done as it becomes more complex by the day.
 





A Digital Marketing Agency committed to transparency
 





 










In addition to our mantra of “Digital Marketing Done Right”, we focus on transparency for all of our loyal clients. We have heard horror story after horror story from new clients about past experiences with SEO companies and digital marketing agencies. Stories were they, as the client, had no idea what was happening and even suffered from basic communication issues about whether or not they were getting results. Our focus on reporting is to always report on key metrics for our clients, such as lead flow and lead sources, and other KPIs dictated at the project start. A little-known fact is that the average client retention for an SEO company or digital marketing agency is less than six months. We have clients that have been working with us for over five years and we attribute this to our dedication to communication and transparency from the start of our relationship with our clients.
 















 















Healthcare Case Study
 





 
Organic Call Volume Increase 


195%













 View Healthcare Case Study
















Automotive Case Study
 






Lead Flow Increase 


69.68%













View Automotive Case Study
















Manufactuering Case Study
 






Search Visibility Growth 



31.48%













View Manufactuering Case Study
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Digital Marketing FAQs
 





 






How do you track ROI?


This is the question we get the most.  Many people we speak with have run campaigns in the past with mixed results and had no idea whether or not the investment actually delivered a worthwhile ROI.  This is a major issue for many clients we work with, but the good news is that we have solved this problem!  At the start of the project we always identify KPIs with our clients and make sure those are being properly tracked and reported on often.  If lead genearion is why you are starting an SEO camapign or online advertising, you are in luck as we track every single lead from click to call so you know exactly what your marketing investment is doing for you!










What types of businesses do you work with?


As an SEO and digital marketing agency, we have worked with businesses of all shapes and sizes. From startups to established businesses, we can work with almost any marketing budget. We have worked with Ecom businesses, local service-based businesses and many other types of businesses. As a rule, if we don’t feel we can get you results we will never take you on as a client and point you towards someone who may better serve you. That said, we have gotten results in countless niches and would love to speak with you about your need first!










Do you have a track record of results or case studies?


You bet we do! We have been hustling for our clients since 2009 and have a long track record of results in SEO, online advertising, social media marketing and email marketing. If you would like specific case studies or to speak with a client that we have worked with we are happy to comply. Just ask and we will make sure you are 100% comfortable of our ability as an agency to get you results. After all, that’s what its all about, right?










How much does Digital Marketing or SEO cost?


This is a question we get often and the answer is it depends. Depending on how much work will be involved to get you results, the costs vary from project to project. Generally speaking, the more competitive the niche the more work it takes to get results and that is the biggest driver of costs associated with digital marketing and SEO. That said, if we feel that your marketing budget and our ability to get you results are out of line, we are always upfront about that from the get-go. Our continued growth since 2009 is a direct result of building relationships and getting clients results, not just gaining short-term business.










 How long does it take to get results? Expand


This is a common question we get as an SEO company and digital marketing agency. The reality is that every situation is different, but we always try and be as transparent with our clients from the start, so they know what to expect. Especially with ongoing SEO work, the timeframe for starting to see results can vary widely from industry to industry and the same applies with well optimized online advertising campaigns. The typical drivers are how competitive the industry is that we are working in and also whether or not there was anything in place before we started. Generally the more competitive the business niche the longer it may take to get results. Additionally, if there has never been any SEO work or digital marketing work done in the past, or if there has and it was done poorly, that can be another big factor in the timeline to gain rankings or get results for your specific campaign. All this to say, we will always remain as transparent as possible, as we are here to forge long-term relationships with our clients and that transparency is exactly how we have built a business over the years.























Our Real Identities
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Meet the Rest of Our Team!
































Your marketing solution, East and west!
 
























San Diego
 



















Indianapolis
 






































Our Marketing Powers
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Facebook Ads Management 


Facebook Ads Management is something we do for all clients. The Facebook Advertising platform, like many others, has become more and more complicated with every passing year. Whether it is a simple ad campaign for brand exposure or a lead generation campaign, we have done and seen it all with Facebook ads. A well-optimized campaign takes know-how and our team has been running successful campaigns for our clients for years. We would love to speak with you about your Facebook advertising needs! 



More About Facebook Ads Management 




























Google Ads Management 


Google Ads formerly Google Adwords has become an increasingly complicated platform over the years. Our Google Ads management experts are sure to take your Google Adwords campaigns to the next level. There are many considerations such as quality scores, offers, and CTAs when running well optimized Google ads campaigns. We have run hundreds of successful campaigns for our clients over the years and will be happy to discuss your Google Ads needs at any time as we understand that every need and industry is different.




More About Google Ads Management 




























Insta Ads Management 


Instagram ads, part of the Facebook Advertising platform, have become increasingly popular for businesses as the popularity of the platform has soared in recent years. We have run many Instagram advertising campaigns, both as standalone or in tandem with Facebook Ads campaigns. Every need is different and Instagram can be a great way to reach your targeted audience, but just like everything else, a well optimized Instagram ad campaign takes some know-how, which our highly trained team, just happens to have!




More About instagram Ads Management 



























Are You Ready to
 





Blitz Your Online Presence?
 








Experience the Local Blitz Difference

























 








San Diego Office:  (858) 225-6877



 





Indianapolis Office:  (317) 672-1156
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